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SHARP GEOMETRIC CONDITION FOR
NULL-CONTROLLABILITY OF THE HEAT EQUATION ON
R
d AND CONSISTENT ESTIMATES ON THE CONTROL
COST
MICHELA EGIDI, IVAN VESELIC´
Abstract. In this note we study the control problem for the heat equa-
tion on Rd, d ě 1, with control set ω Ă Rd. We provide a necessary
and sufficient condition (called pγ, aq-thickness) on ω such that the heat
equation is null-controllable in any positive time. We give an estimate
of the control cost with explicit dependency on the characteristic geo-
metric parameters of the control set. Finally, we derive a control cost
estimate for the heat equation on cubes with periodic, Dirichlet, or Neu-
mann boundary conditions, where the control sets are again assumed to
be thick. We show that the control cost estimate is consistent with the
R
d case.
1. Model, definitions, and results
It is well-known that any open control set ω is sufficient to achieve null-
controllability of the heat equation on any bounded domain in Rd in any
positive time. This means that for any initial datum and time interval the
solution of the equation can be driven to zero by a control function sup-
ported on ω. Actually, it has been recently proven in [AEWZ14, EMZ15]
that it is sufficient for ω to be measurable with positive Lebesgue measure.
If the domain of heat conduction is Rd itself, certainly neither of these state-
ments is true. Hence, from the qualitative point of view the requirements
on the control set in the bounded and unbounded case are quite different.
A sufficient condition on control sets for the heat equation on the whole of
R
d has been recently given in [LRM16]. In the present paper, we identify
a less stringent geometric property on ω which ensures null-controllability
on Rd. In fact, we show that it is necessary as well. This property is called
pγ, aq-thickness, where the parameters γ and a encode the geometry of ω,
see below for a precise definition.
Whenever one considers the heat flow (or other transport or conduction
problems) on unbounded domains, this is a mathematical idealization of a
physical problem which takes place in a bounded domain. The idealization
is justified in situations where e.g., the support of the initial data is known to
be far away from the boundary of the finite domain, or if the domain is very
large compared to characteristic length scales of the problem. Therefore it
is natural to ask whether the problem on Rd and the corresponding one on
the bounded domain show the same type of behaviour. In the case at hand,
the characteristic length scales of the problem are specified by the geometric
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parameters γ and a of the pγ, aq-thick control set ω. We establish a control
cost estimate which is valid if the domain is Rd or any sufficiently large cube,
say, of size L. The estimate depends only on γ and a (and the control time)
but not on the size of the domain. So, from the quantitative point of view
the two physical models (large bounded domain versus unbounded domain)
can be reconciled if the quantity of interest is an estimate on the control
cost.
One could ask whether it is natural to express the control cost in terms
of the parameters γ and a. In view of the fact that any feasible control set
ω in Rd is necessarily pγ, aq-thick for some γ and a, one sees that this choice
is indeed natural.
The paper is structured as follows: In the remainder of this section we
present crucial definitions, like the one of null-controllability and the thick-
ness of a set, our main results and a discussion of further questions on the
approximability of the heat control problem on large domains by the heat
control problem on Rd. In Sections 2 and 3 we recall fundamental informa-
tion about thick sets and an abstract observability estimate suitable for our
situation, respectively. Section 4 contains the proof of the necessity of thick-
ness of the observability set in Rd and Section 5 the control cost estimates,
both for Rd and for cubes, which use some technical calculations which are
deferred to the Appendix.
1.1. The heat equation, null-controllability, and control cost. Let
T ą 0, Ω an open region in Rd, and S any subset of Rd. We consider the
controlled heat equation with control set ω “ S X Ω as defined below.
(1)
" Btupt, ¨q ´∆upt, ¨q “ χωp¨qvpt, ¨q on r0, T s ˆ Ω
up0, ¨q “ u0p¨q P L2pΩq in Ω,
where ∆ denotes the Laplacian on Ω and χω the characteristic function of ω.
If Ω ‰ Rd, we will always specify below which type of boundary conditions
are imposed on BΩ. The function v P L2pr0, T sˆΩq is called control function.
Definition 1. The system (1) is null-controllable in time T ą 0 if for every
initial datum u0 P L2pΩq there exists a control function v : r0, T s ˆ Ω Ñ R,
v P L2pr0, T s ˆ Ωq such that the solution of (1) satisfies upT, ¨q ” 0.
The quantity
(2) CT :“ sup
}u0}L2pΩq“1
inft}v}L2pr0,T sˆωq | the solution u of (1) with r.h.s.
χω ¨ v satisfies upT, ¨q ” 0u
is called control cost.
The main purpose of this work is to identify a necessary and sufficient con-
dition on the set ω such that the heat equation (1) on Rd is null-controllable
from ω in any time T ą 0. The key geometric property is the following.
Definition 2. Let γ P p0, 1s and let a “ pa1, . . . , adq P Rd`. Set A :“
r0, a1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ r0, ads Ă Rd. A set S Ă Rd is called pγ, aq-thick if it is
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measurable and
|S X px`Aq| ě γ
dź
j“1
aj,
for all x P Rd. Here |¨| stands for the Lebesgue measure on Rd. A set S Ă Rd
is called thick if there exist γ P p0, 1s and a P Rd` such that S is pγ, aq-thick.
Figure 1. Example of a section of size 10ˆ5 of a pγ, aq-thick
set S (marked in gray) in R2 where a “ p2, 2q and γ “ 1{8.
In particular, the set S needs not to be open.
1.2. Results on null-controllability on Rd and on cubes.
Theorem 3. Let T ą 0 and consider problem (1) on Rd with control set
ω “ S. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) S Ă Rd is a thick set ;
(ii) the heat equation on Rd is null-controllable in time T ą 0.
Furthermore, if S is pγ, aq-thick in Rd the control cost satisfies
(3) CT ď C1{21 exp
ˆ
C1
2T
˙
, where C1 “
ˆ
Kd
γ
˙Kpd`}a}1q
for }a}1 “ a1 ` . . . ` ad, K “ 12
?
2K1, and K1 the universal constant of
Remark 9.
Theorem 4. Let T,L ą 0, Ω “ TdL :“ p0, 2piLqd and S be a pγ, aq-thick set
in Rd with aj ď 2piL for all j “ 1, . . . , d. Let ∆ be the Laplacian on Ω with
periodic, Dirichlet, or Neumann boundary conditions on BΩ and ω “ SXTdL.
Then, the heat equation (1) on TdL with control set ω is null-controllable in
time T ą 0 and the control cost satisfies
(4) CT ď C1{22 exp
ˆ
C2
2T
˙
, where C2 “
ˆ
Kd
γ
˙Kpd`}a}1q
,
for }a}1 “ a1 ` . . . ` ad, K “ 24
?
2K1, and K1 the universal constant of
Remark 9.
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A crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem 3 is the so-called Logvinenko-
Sereda Theorem. We use a quantitative version of it due to [Kov00]. In a
previous paper [EV] we have derived an analogous result for finite cubes,
used in Theorem 4. Independently of us [WWZZ] obtained the equivalence
(i) ô (ii) in Theorem 3.
If one assumes that the thick set S satisfies additionally that there exist
G, δ ą 0 such that for each k P pGZqd the intersection of S and the cube
k`r0, Gsd contains a δ-ball then it is possible to derive control cost estimates
similar to those in Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 also for the null-control prob-
lem for Schro¨dinger semigroups, see [NTTV18] and [NTTV], respectively
for details.
1.3. Discussion, questions, and further goals concerning the ap-
proximation of control functions on Rd. Our results about consistent
estimates on the control cost for the limiting heat control problem on Rd
and the approximating problems on cubes ΛL sets the stage for many ques-
tions and further research. Note in particular that our consistent control
cost estimates are uniform in the size L of the cubical domain ΛL.
If vL is the null control function for the problem on ΛL with minimal
L2pr0, T s ˆ ΛLq-norm and correspondingly v the null control function for
the problem on Rd with minimal L2pr0, T s ˆ Rdq-norm, we expect that vL
converges to v as LÑ8. Even more interesting is a quantitative bound on
vL ´ v. A promising approach to implement this is to study the variational
functionals associated with Lions’ Hilbert Uniqueness Method, which char-
acterize the controls with minimal norm and give a quite explicit description
using the adjoint system.
Alternatively, one can ask what is the L2pRdq-norm of wpT, ¨q, if w is the
solution of
(5)
" Btwpt, ¨q ´∆wpt, ¨q “ χSp¨qvLpt, ¨q on r0, T s ˆ Rd
wp0, ¨q “ u0p¨q P L2pΛLq
where vL is the (minimum norm) T -null control function of
(6)
" BtuLpt, ¨q ´∆uLpt, ¨q “ χSLp¨qvLpt, ¨q on r0, T s ˆ ΛL
uLp0, ¨q “ u0p¨q P L2pΛLq
which ensures uLpT, ¨q ” 0. The estimate on wpT, ¨q will certainly depend
on the scale L, or more precisely on the location of the support of the initial
condition u0 within the cube ΛL.
This and more will be discussed in a sequel project.
Since we prove uniform estimates on the control cost in the scale L it
is possible to extract weakly convergent subsequences from vL. This leads
to questions concerning the properties of weak accumulation points. Let us
start with a functional analytic observation.
Remark 5. Let X and Y be separable Hilbert spaces and assume that
HL : X Ñ Y for each L P N are bounded linear operators. Then the follow-
ing statements hold true.
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(i) If cH :“ supLPN }HL} ă 8 then there is a subsequence K Ă N and
a bounded linear H : X Ñ Y such that for all z P Y and x P X
lim
KQLÑ8
xz,HLxy “ xz,Hxy,
i.e. limKQLÑ8HL “ H weakly.
To see this, choose a dense countable subset D of X. For each x P D
the sequence HLx has a weakly convergent subsequence to some y P Y . By
choosing a diagonal subsequence one can achieve that along this subsequence
the above weak convergence holds for all x P D simultaneously. The mapD Q
xÑ y P Y can be shown to be a linear and bounded operator. Consequently,
it can be extended to all of X, still as a linear and bounded operator H :
X Ñ Y . Finally, it follows that along the chosen diagonal subsequence, for
every x P X one has HLkxÑ Hx weakly in Y .
(ii) Now we discuss the (almost) converse of (i).
Assume there is a subsequence K Ă N and a bounded linear H : X Ñ Y
such that limKQLÑ8HL “ H weakly, i.e. for all z P Y and x P X
lim
KQLÑ8
xz,HLxy “ xz,Hxy.
Then cH :“ supLPK }HL} ă 8.
It is obvious that we can have only uniform boundedness along K and
not along N. Apart from this the statements form an equivalence.
To prove (ii), let K “ pLkqk and define for each k P N, Tk : Y ˆX Ñ R
by Tkpz, xq “ xz,HLkxy. Then Tk is bi-linear and bounded,
}Tk} :“ sup
zPY,}z}“1
sup
xPX,}x}“1
|Tkpz, xq| ď }HLk},
and by the assumed weak convergence there exists some k0pzq P N such that
sup
k
|Tkpz, xq| ď maxt|xz,Hxy| ` 1, |T1pz, xq|, . . . , |Tk0pz, xq|u “: cz,x.
Now the multi-linear uniform boundedness principle implies the desired
statement.
Now we turn to some control theoretic aspects of weak convergence and
consider the heat equation on the cube ΛL
(7)
" BtuLpt, ¨q ´∆uLpt, ¨q “ vLpt, ¨q on r0, T s ˆ ΛL
uLp0, ¨q “ u0p¨q P L2pΛLq in ΛL,
where we impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on BΛL. Then using the
Feynman-Kac and Duhamel formulae, one can prove the following.
Remark 6. Let u0 P L2pRdq be supported in ΛR for some R ą 0. For each
L P N, L ą R, let vL P L2pr0, T s ˆ ΛLq Ă L2pr0, T s ˆ Rdq be the right hand
side of the heat equation (7) on ΛL. Assume that
(i) vL converges weakly to v P L2pr0, T s ˆ Rdq,
(ii) supLPN,LąR }vL} ă 8.
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Then the solutions uL of (7) converge weakly in L
2pr0, T s ˆ Rdq to the
solution u of
(8)
" Btupt, ¨q ´∆upt, ¨q “ vpt, ¨q on r0, T s ˆ Rd
up0, ¨q “ u0p¨q P L2pRdq in Rd.
Note that in general there are many T -null controls vL driving the solution
of (7) to zero. (If minimality of the norm is assumed, we have uniqueness
of vL, but we are considering all controls whose norm is bounded by the
constant CT in (3) and (4).) For each weak accumulation point of such
a sequence vL, L P N, as in Remark 6 we obtain a corresponding limiting
solution u. A priori the set of such functions u can be very large.
Finally, let us in the situation of Remark 6 additionally assume that
vL is the T -null control with minimal norm and that for all L we have
uLpT, ¨q ” 0 on ΛL. Under this condition we believe that the weak limit u
satisfies upT, ¨q ” 0 on Rd as well.
2. Thick sets and their properties
We recall some results on pγ, aq-thick sets S Ă Rd which are needed in
the proof of Theorems 3 and 4.
The question on which linear subspaces of L2pRdq the seminorm f ÞÑ
}f}L2pSq is actually equivalent to the original norm goes back at least to
Panejah, see [Pan61, Pan62]. A sharp condition was identified almost si-
multaneously, but using different proofs, by Logvinenko & Sereda and Kac-
nel’son in [LS74, Kac73]. Kovrijkine [Kov01, Kov00] has turned these qual-
itative equivalence statements into a quantitative estimate.
Theorem 7 (Logvinenko-Sereda theorem by [Kov01]). Let f P L2pRdq and
assume that supp fˆ Ă J , where J is a parallelepiped with sides parallel to
coordinate axes and of length b1, . . . , bd. Set b “ pb1, . . . , bdq. Let S be a
pγ, aq-thick set. Then,
(9) }f}L2pRdq ď
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙K1pa¨b`dq
}f}L2pSq,
where a ¨ b stands for the euclidean inner product and K1 is a universal
constant which w.l.o.g. may be taken bigger or equal than e.
The above Theorem has been adapted for functions on the torus TdL in
[EV].
Theorem 8 (Logvinenko-Sereda on the torus by [EV]). Let f P L2pTdLq and
assume that supp fˆ Ă J , where J is a parallelepiped with sides parallel to the
coordinate axes and of length b1, . . . , bd. Set b “ pb1, . . . , bnq. Let S Ă Rd be
a pγ, aq-thick set with aj ď 2piL for all j “ 1, . . . , d. Then,
(10) }f}L2pTd
L
q ď
ˆ
Kd2
γ
˙K2a¨b` 6d`12
}f}L2pTd
L
XSq,
where a ¨ b stands for the euclidean inner product and K2 is a universal
constant which w.l.o.g. may be taken bigger or equal than e.
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Remark 9. The estimates (9) and (10) are both of the type
´
K˜d
γ
¯K˜pd`a¨bq
,
for some universal constant K˜. In particular, if we increase the constant K1
in Theorem 7 to satisfy
K1 ě maxpK2, 7{2q,
then (10) implies
}f}L2pTd
L
q ď
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙K1pa¨b`dq
}f}L2pTd
L
XSq.
3. An abstract observability result of [BPS18]
Null-controllability of the system (1) in time T ą 0 is equivalent to the
following observability estimate with respect to ω, see for example [Cor07,
Theorem 2.44].
(11) DC ą 0 @g0 P L2pΩq : }gpT, ¨q}2L2pΩq ď C
ż T
0
}gpt, ¨q}2L2pωq dt,
where g is the solution of the adjoint system
(12)
" Btgpt, ¨q ´∆gpt, ¨q “ 0 on r0, T s ˆ Ω
gp0, ¨q “ g0 P L2pΩq in Ω.
Here ∆ has the same boundary conditions as in problem (1). In addition,
the equivalence provides an estimate for the control cost, namely
CT ď
?
C,
where C is the observability constant appearing in (11).
Hence, we can use a special case of a general observability result ob-
tained by K. Beauchard, L. Miller, and K. Pravda-Starov in the recent work
[BPS18, Theorem 2.1] to show null-controllability.
Theorem 10. Let Ω be an open subset of Rd, ω Ă Ω be measurable, ppiEqEPN
a family of orthogonal projections in L2pΩq , pet∆qtě0 the contraction semi-
group associated to a Laplacian (with self-adjoint boundary conditions) on
L2pΩq, and c1, t0 ą 0 positive constants. If the spectral inequality
(13) @f P L2pΩq, @E P N : }piEf}L2pΩq ď ec1
?
E}piEf}L2pωq,
and the dissipation estimate
(14)
@f P L2pΩq, @E P N, @t P p0, t0q : }p1´ piEqpet∆fq}L2pΩq ď e´tE}f}L2pΩq
hold, then there exists a positive constant C3 ą 1 such that the observability
estimate
(15)
@T ą 0, @f P L2pΩq : }eT∆f}2L2pΩq ď C3 exp
ˆ
C3
T
˙ż T
0
}et∆f}2L2pωq dt
holds true.
We remark that in the original statement in [BPS18] the set ω was as-
sumed to be open, however the proof works also for measurable subsets.
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4. Necessary condition for null-controllability on Rd in
Theorem 3
Due to the duality between observability and null-controllability, it is
sufficient to show that the adjoint system (12) is not observable in time
T ą 0 if S is not a thick set. The latter condition means that
@γ ą 0, a P Rd` Dξ “ ξγ,a P Rd : |S X pξ `Aq| ă γ.
In particular, for any k P N there exists a ξk P Rd such that |S X pξk `
r0, 2ksdq| ă 1{k. Thus for xk “ ξk ` pk, . . . , kq P Rd we have
(16) |S XBpxk, kq| ă 1{k,
where Bpxk, kq denotes the euclidean ball in Rd centred at xk with radius k.
We now construct a sequence of functions which shows that (11) does not
hold. For this purpose, choose the initial data gkp0, xq :“ exp
´
´ }x´xk}22
2
¯
.
Then, the solution of (12) associated to this initial value is
gkpt, xq “ 1p2t` 1qd{2 e
´ }x´xk}
2
2
2p2t`1q .
By the change of variable y “ x´ xk we haveż
Rd
|gkpt, xq|2 dx “
ż
Rd
1
p2t` 1qd e
´ }x´xk}
2
2
p2t`1q dx “ 1p2t` 1qd
ż
Rd
e
´ }y}
2
2
p2t`1q dy.
Thus the L2-norm of gkpt, xq in Rd is independent of k. However, the termşT
0
}gkpt, ¨q}2L2pSq dt converges to zero as k Ñ8, as we show now.ż T
0
ż
S
1
p2t` 1qd e
´ }x´xk}
2
2
2t`1 dxdt “
ż T
0
ż
S´xk
1
p2t` 1qd e
´ }y}
2
2
2t`1 dy dt
ď
ż T
0
ż
S´xk
e´
}y}2
2
2T`1 dy dt
ď T
ż
Bp0,kqXpS´xkq
e
´ }y}
2
2
2T`1 dy ` T
ż
}y}2ěk
e
´ }y}
2
2
2T`1 dy
ď T |Bp0, kq X pS ´ xkq| ` T
ż
}y}2ěk
e
´ }y}
2
2
2T`1 dy
“ T |Bpxk, kq X S| ` T
ż
}y}2ąk
e
´ }y}
2
2
2T`1 dy,(17)
where we used the substitution y “ x ´ xk, the monotonicity of the expo-
nential in t, and the estimate e´
}y}2
2
2T`1 ď 1. Now, both terms in (17) go to
zero as k Ñ 8 and, consequently, so does şT
0
}gkpt, ¨q}2L2pSq dt, which yields
the desired contraposition.
5. Control cost estimates
In this section we derive explicit control cost estimates for the heat equa-
tion when the observability set is pγ, aq-thick for some γ ą 0 and a P Rd`.
This implies, in particular, that such sets are sufficient for null-controllability
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of the heat equation. We first derive the control cost estimate for Theorem
3 and then the one for Theorem 4.
Control cost estimate for Theorem 3. We assume that S is pγ, aq-thick and
we show that the adjoint system (12) is observable in time T ą 0 using
Theorem 10. To this end, we only need to check its assumptions, namely
the dissipation and spectral inequality.
LetE P N and piE “ χp´8,Esp´∆q, so that 1´χp´8,Esp´∆q “ χpE,`8qp´∆q.
By spectral calculus e2t∆χrE,`8qp´∆q ď e´2tEχrE,`8qp´∆q in the sense of
quadratic forms. This yields the dissipation estimate
(18)
}χpE,`8qp´∆qpet∆fq}2L2pRdq “ xχpE,`8qp´∆qf, χpE,`8qp´∆qe2t∆fyL2pRdq
ď e´2tE}χpE,`8qp´∆qf}2L2pRdq
ď e´2tE}f}2L2pRdq,
which implies (14).
We set J “ r´?E,?Esd, b “ p2?E, . . . , 2?Eq, and deduce the spectral
inequality for piEf from Theorem 7. Note that suppypiEf Ă J , hence we
have
}piEf}L2pRdq ď
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙K1pd`2?E}a}1q
}piEf}L2pSq
ď exp
ˆ
2
?
EK1pd` }a}1q log
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙˙
}piEf}L2pSq,
and so inequality (13) holds with
(19) c1 “ 2K1pd` }a}1q log
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙
ě 2d2e
since K1 ě e. By Theorem 10, there exists a constant C3 ą 1 such that for
all T ą 0 and for all f P L2pRdq we have
}eT∆f}2L2pRdq ď C3 exp
ˆ
C3
T
˙ż T
0
}et∆f}2L2pSq dt.
More precisely, from the Appendix we infer C3 “ expp6
?
2c1q and use (19)
to conclude
C3 “
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙12?2K1pd`}a}1q
ď
ˆ
Kd
γ
˙Kpd`}a}1q
,where K “ 12
?
2K1.
This leads to the control cost estimate CT ď C1{23 exp
`
C3
2T
˘
. 
The proof of Theorem 4 proceeds along the same lines. The main dif-
ference is that we have to use Theorem 8 instead of Theorem 7 and use an
expansion in terms of the eigenbasis of the Laplacian with periodic, Dirich-
let, or Neumann boundary conditions.
Control cost estimate on the cube and proof of Theorem 4. We only need to
check the dissipation estimate and spectral inequality of Theorem 10 for
piE “ χp´8,Esp´∆q, E P N. Since the Laplacian on TdL with periodic,
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Dirichlet, or Neumann boundary conditions is self-adjoint, the dissipation
estimate (18) holds verbatim.
To derive the spectral inequality we first observe the following. Any L2-
functions on TdL is a linear combination of eigenfunctions of the periodic,
Dirichlet or Neumann Laplacian on TdL, as they all form an orthonormal
basis for L2pTdLq. Such eigenfunctions are
φPk pxq “ p2piLq´d{2 ei
k
L
¨x k P Zd
φDk pxq “ ppiLq´d{2
dź
j“1
sin
ˆ
kjxj
2L
˙
k P Nd,
φNk pxq “ ppiLq´d{2
dź
j“1
cos
ˆ
kjxj
2L
˙
k P Nd0,
for periodic, Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, respectively, cor-
responding to eigenvalues
λk “ }k}
2
2
L2
, }k}22 “
dÿ
j“1
|kj |
2, k P Zd
for periodic boundary conditions and
λk “ }k}
2
2
p2Lq2 , }k}
2
2 “
dÿ
j“1
|kj |
2
with k P Nd for Dirichlet boundary conditions, and k P Nd0 for Neumann
boundary conditions.
Set now J “ r´?E,?Esd and consider the case of periodic boundary
conditions. Let f “ řkPZd αPk φPk , then
piEfpxq “
ÿ
kPZd,?λkď
?
E
αPk
ˆ
1
2piL
˙d{2
ei
k
L
¨x “
ˆ
1
2piL
˙d{2 ÿ
k
L
PJXp 1LZqd
aPk e
i k
L
¨x,
where
aPk “
#
αPk
k
L
P B?
E
p0q X ` 1
L
Z
˘d
0 otherwise .
Consequently, by Theorem 8 we calculate
}piEf}2L2pTd
L
q “
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˆ 1
2piL
˙d{2 ÿ
k
L
PJXp 1LZqd
aPk e
i k
L
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
L2pTd
L
q
ď
ˆ
Kd2
γ
˙4K2?E}a}1`6d`1 ˇˇˇˇˇˇ ˆ 1
2piL
˙d{2 ÿ
k
L
PJXp 1LZqd
aPk e
i k
L
ˇˇˇˇˇˇ2
L2pTd
L
XSq
ď
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙4K1?Ep}a}1`dq
}piEf}2L2pTd
L
XSq,
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for K1 as in Remark 9. Then, the spectral inequality is fulfilled with
c1 “ 2K1p}a}1 ` dq log
ˆ
Kd1
γ
˙
ě 2d2e,
since K1 ě e.
We now consider the case of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions.
Let fD “ řkPNd αDk φDk and fN “ řkPNd
0
αNk φ
N
k , then
piEf
Dpxq “
ÿ
kPNd,?λkď
?
E
αDk
ˆ
1
piL
˙d{2 dź
j“1
sin
ˆ
kjxj
2L
˙
,
piEf
N pxq “
ÿ
kPNd
0
,
?
λkď
?
E
αNk
ˆ
1
piL
˙d{2 dź
j“1
cos
ˆ
kjxj
2L
˙
.
We observe that{piEfD and {piEfN have no compact support. However, when
piEf
D and piEf
N are extended to the following L2-functions on Td2L
ČpiEfDpxq “ ÿ
kPNd,?λkď
?
E
αDk
ˆ
1
piL
˙d{2 dź
j“1
sin
ˆ
kjxj
2L
˙
, x P Td2L,
ČpiEfN pxq “ ÿ
kPNd
0
,
?
λkď
?
E
αNk
ˆ
1
piL
˙d{2 dź
j“1
cos
ˆ
kjxj
2L
˙
, x P Td2L,
their respective Fourier Series on Td2L have Fourier coefficients concentrated
in J .
To see this, embed the ball B?Ep0q of radius
?
E centred at zero into the
d-dimensional cube J and use the relations sinx “ p2iq´1peix ´ e´ixq and
cos x “ 2´1peix ` e´ixq to obtain
ČpiEfDpxq “ ˆ 1
piL
˙d{2ˆ 1
2i
˙d ÿ
k˜
2L
PJXp 1
2L
Zqd
aD
k˜
ei
k˜
2L
¨x,
ČpiEfNpxq “ ˆ 1
piL
˙d{2ˆ1
2
˙d ÿ
k˜
2L
PJXp 1
2L
Zqd
aN
k˜
ei
k˜
2L
¨x,
where
aD
k˜
“
#
αD
|k˜|
śd
j“1 sgnpk˜jq k˜2L P B?Ep0q X
`
1
2L
Z
˘d
,
0 otherwise,
and
aN
k˜
“
#
αN
|k˜|
k˜
2L
P B?Ep0q X
`
1
2L
Z
˘d
,
0 otherwise.
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for |k˜| “ p|k˜1|, . . . , |k˜d|q P Nd0. This means that the Fourier coefficients of
the extensions are all contained in J . We define
Sp0q “ S X r0, 2piLsd
Sp1q “ Sp0q Y tp´x1, x2, . . . , xdq | px1, x2, . . . , xdq P Sp0qu
Sp2q “ Sp1q Y tpx1,´x2, x3, . . . , xdq | px1, x2, . . . , xdq P Sp1qu
... “ ...
Spdq “ Spd´1q Y tpx1, . . . , xd´1,´xdq | px1, x2, . . . , xdq P Spd´1qu
and extend Spdq periodically to S˜ “ ŤκPp4piLZqd `κ` Spdq˘. We claim that S˜
is a pγ{2d, 2aq-thick set.
Let A :“ r0, a1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ r0, ads, A˜ :“ r0, 2a1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ r0, 2ads, and x P Rd
arbitrary. If px ` A˜q˝ is disjoint to the lattice Γ “ p2piLZqd, then it is
contained in a periodicity cell κ ` r0, 2piLsd with κ P Γ. This is still true
for px ` Aq˝. Since the Lebesgue measure does not charge boundaries of
parallelepipeds and is reflection invariant, we have
|px` A˜q˝ X S˜| “ |px` A˜q X S˜| ě |px`Aq X S˜| ě γ
dź
j“1
aj “
´ γ
2d
¯ dź
j“1
p2ajq.
If px ` A˜q˝ contains a lattice point ν P Γ, then there is a periodicity cell
κ ` r0, 2piLsd with κ P Γ, }ν ´ κ} ď 1 such that px ` A˜q˝ X pκ ` r0, 2piLsdq
is a parallelepiped whose jth side has lenght at least aj . In particular, it
contains y `A for some y P Rd. As above we have
|px` A˜q˝ X S˜| ě |py `Aq X S˜| ě γ
dź
j“1
aj “
´ γ
2d
¯ dź
j“1
p2ajq,
which concludes the proof of the claim.
We now set Γ1 “ t0, 2piLud and, to unify notation, ˚ P tD,Nu. By
reflection symmetry of ĆpiEf˚ and S˜, and by change of variable we have
}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pS˜Xpκ`Td
L
qq “ }ĆpiEf˚}2L2pS˜Xpν`Td
L
qq and }ĆpiEf˚}2L2pκ`TdLq “ }ĆpiEf˚}2L2pν`TdLq
if κ, ν P Γ are neighbouring lattice points. Consequently
}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pTd
2L
q “
ÿ
κPΓ1
}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pκ`Td
L
q “ 2d}piEf˚}2L2pTd
L
q,
}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pS˜XTd
2L
q “
ÿ
κPΓ1
}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pS˜Xpκ`Td
L
qq “ 2d}piEf˚}2L2pSXTdLq.
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Now, Theorem 8 applied to ĆpiEf˚ and S˜ yields
}piEf˚}2L2pTd
L
q “ 2´d}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pTd
2L
q
ď 2´d
ˆp2K2qd
γ
˙8K2?E}a}1`6d`1
}ĆpiEf˚}2L2pS˜XTd
2L
q
“
ˆp2K2qd
γ
˙8K2?E}a}1`6d`1
}piEf˚}2L2pSXTd
L
q
“
ˆp2K1qd
γ
˙8K1?Ep}a}1`dq
}piEf˚}2L2pSXTd
L
q,
for K1 as in Remark 9, and the spectral inequality (13) is satisfied for
c1 “ 4K1p}a}1 ` dq log
ˆp2K1qd
γ
˙
ě 4d2e.
From the above estimate and the Appendix we can now conclude that the
observability estimate (15) is satisfied with constant
C3 “ expp6
?
2c1q ď
ˆ
Kd
γ
˙Kp}a}1`dq
, K “ 24
?
2K1,
which also gives CT ď C1{23 exp
`
C3
2T
˘
. 
Appendix A. Observability constant C3
We here show how to compute the constant C3 in Theorem 10. We will
use the notation from [BPS18, Appendix 8.3] (apart from the numbering
of the constants Cj), where [BPS18, Theorem 2.1] is proven. Recall that
c1 ě 2d2e and define1
M :“ 8p3c1q2
We are looking for some τ0 such that for all 0 ă τ ă τ0 the followings are
fulfilled
p3c1q225
τ2
ą 1,(20)
1
τ
exp
ˆ
´2
33c21
τ
˙
ď 1
4
,(21)
1
τ
exp
ˆ
24p3c1q2
τ
˙
ě 1.(22)
Set τ0 :“ 25{23c1.
Note that eq. (20) is equivalent to τ ă τ0.
Eq. (21) is fulfilled for any 0 ă τ ď 233c21 “: τ1. In fact, the function
p0,8q Q τ Ñ 1
τ
exp
´
´233c21
τ
¯
has its unique maximum at τ1. Hence, for all
0 ă τ ď τ1 and our choice of c1 we have
1
τ
exp
ˆ
´2
33c21
τ
˙
ď 1
τ1
exp
ˆ
´2
33c21
τ1
˙
“ 1
233c21e
ď 1
233p2d2eq2e ď
1
96e3
ă 1
4
1In the notation of [BPS18] we choose q :“ 1{2, m “ 1, a “ 1{2, b “ 1, c2 “ 1 thus
γ “ p3c1q
225 but these parameters do not appear in the sequel.
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Eq. (22) is fulfilled for all τ ď τ0 since the function is decreasing on p0,8q
and for τ P p0, τ0q we obtain
1
τ
exp
ˆ
24p3c1q2
τ
˙
ě 1
25{23c1
expp23{23c1q ě 2
3p3c1q2 ` 1
25{23c1
ě 3c1 ¨
?
2 ě 1,
where we used exppxq ě 1` x2
2
and c1 ě 2d2e ą 1.
Consequently, Eq. (20), (21), and (22) are all satisfied for 0 ă τ ă τ0 “
25{23c1. Now, from [BPS18, Appendix 8.3] we extract
C3 “ maxpC4, C5q
where C4 “ 2M “ 144c21 and C5 “ exp
´
2C4
2τ0
¯
“ expp6?2c1q. We conclude
that
C3 “ max
´
144c21, expp6
?
2c1q
¯
“ expp6
?
2c1q
since expp6?2c1q ě 144c21 for all c1 ě 0.3086 and in our case c1 ě 2d2e.
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